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Checklist—before we start
➢ Use the Zoom chat to communicate with Mackenzie (moderator)

➢ Interactive Polling

➢ You may ask questions via the Q&A box or raise your hand if you 
would like to ask your questions out loud 

➢ The slide deck will be emailed to you

➢ This webinar is being recorded



Teaching Through Inquiry
OSLN PD Webinar Series
Objectives
• Strengthen understanding of science inquiry
• Enhance pedagogical knowledge of science 

teaching 

Session 1: Teaching Science Through Inquiry 

Session 2: Examples of Subtle Shifts for Promoting 
Student Inquiry 

Session 3: Incorporate More Student Inquiry in Your 
Science Lesson

Facilitator: Jacob J. White, Ph.D.
Voinovich School of Leadership and Public Affairs 

Ohio University
Email: jacob.white@ohio.edu



Today’s Agenda
•Review of scientific inquiry (session 1)

•Consider examples of subtle shifts in lesson plans 
intended to promote student inquiry

• Share reflection tool for gauging student inquiry in 
science lessons

•Q&A 



What is Scientific 
Inquiry?

The process skills of science

• asking questions

• planning and conducting 
experiments

• analyzing data to draw 
conclusions

• communicating results 
to others



The guiding principles for Ohio’s Learning Standards 
and Model Curriculum for Science include:

Scientific and Engineering Practices
1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for 

engineering) 

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing 
solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

National Research Council. 2012. A Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas. 
Washington, DC: The National Academies Press.



The guiding principles for Ohio’s Learning Standards 
and Model Curriculum for Science include:



What is Teaching 
Through Inquiry?

Teaching strategies that give 
students responsibility for applying 
the process skills of science

• asking questions

• planning and conducting 
experiments

• analyzing data to draw conclusions

• communicating results to others

Are my science lessons inquiry-based?



Pedagogy of Science Teaching

Theoretical framework for understanding inquiry-based teaching

• Inquiry-based instruction is NOT dichotomous!!!

• For any given science lesson, the degree of student inquiry 
should be considered as existing across a continuum:

https://wmich.edu/science/inquiry-items

No Student Inquiry Full Student InquiryEverything In-Between!!!



Inquiry Spectrum
more student inquiryless student inquiry

Active Direct

Teacher presents and 
explains science 
content directly, 
illustrates with 
example or demo

Students actively 
follow instructions 

Didactic Direct

Teacher presents and 
explains science 
content directly, 
illustrates with example 
or demo

No student activities

Guided Inquiry

Students actively 
explore phenomenon or 
idea with teacher 
guidance toward 
desired science content

Open Inquiry

Students actively 
explore phenomenon or 
idea as they choose

Teacher facilitates 
process but does not 
prescribe

Significant Portion of Science Curriculum



Subtle Shifts:
Adapting Activities for Inquiry

Take Home Messages

• To help learners develop the abilities to do 
scientific inquiry, teachers need to give 
students responsibility for using the 
process skills of science

• Teachers can make small shifts in existing 
activities to help learners strengthen the 
process skills needed for scientific inquiry

• Lessons can be modified in specific ways to 
achieve particular purposes

https://www.exploratorium.edu/sites/default/files/pdfs/ifi/Subtle_Shifts.pdf







Observations (Part I)
• Color change, turned yellow
• Foaming/bubbling, bag 

expanded 
• Feels hot



Part II (Option A)
Repeated Part I without CaCl2
• No change observed when 

mixed together

Repeated Part I without NaHCO3

• Color change, turned purple
• Feels hot
• No foaming/bubbling















Any shift in responsibility from teacher towards learner 
will give students more practice in developing inquiry skills

Subtle shifts are possible, manageable, and VERY effective
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Subtle Shifts:
Adapting Activities for Inquiry

Take Home Messages

• Lessons can be modified in specific 
ways to achieve particular purposes
• asking questions

• planning and conducting experiments

• analyzing data to draw conclusions

• communicating results to others

This will be focus of webinar session 3

https://www.exploratorium.edu/sites/default/files/pdfs/ifi/Subtle_Shifts.pdf



Q&A

THANK YOU!!!

Email Correspondence: jacob.white@ohio.edu


